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INTRODUCTION

A

dapted from Deborah
Harkness’s bestselling All
Souls trilogy, A Discovery
of Witches is a modern-day love
story, set in a world where witches,
vampires and daemons secretly
live and work alongside humans,
hidden in plain sight.
The Sky original production stars
Teresa Palmer (Hacksaw Ridge) as
brilliant academic and historian
Diana Bishop, a reluctant witch
denying her magical heritage.
Until the discovery of an ancient
manuscript in Oxford’s Bodleian
Library throws her into the heart
of a dangerous mystery – and into
the path of enigmatic geneticist
and vampire Matthew Clairmont,
(Matthew Goode – Downton
Abbey, The Crown), who hides a
dark family secret.
As Diana and Matthew embark
on a journey to understand the
secrets of the manuscript and
their relationship develops, events

threaten to unravel the fragile
peace between witches, vampires,
daemons and humans, a peace
overseen by the Congregation, a
shadowy institution made up of a
handful of powerful vampire, witch
and daemon representatives.
Alex Kingston plays Diana’s
aunt, Sarah Bishop, a practising
witch and coven member. Owen
Teale is Peter Knox, a powerful
witch and leading member of
the Congregation. And Louise
Brealey plays Gillian Chamberlain,
a witch and one of Diana’s fellow
professors at Oxford University.
Made by Bad Wolf Productions,
A Discovery of Witches has been
adapted for screen by writer Kate
Brooke (Mr Selfridge), co-founder
of Bad Wolf Jane Tranter and
Lachlan MacKinnon are executive
producers, and Juan Carlos Medina
(Painless) is the director.
Filming took place in South Wales
and on location in Oxford and Venice.
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WITCHES

W

itches’ bonds to their family
and their local covens
are important. They are
rooted in their communities and have
a deep sense of place. Witches have
a wide variety of powers – some are
spellcasters, some have elemental
powers, but they all have strong
personalities and are non-conformists
at heart.

DAEMONS

VAMPIRES

D

V

aemons are searchers, always
longing to find their own
kind. They live in their vibrant
imaginations and appear quirky to
outsiders – they don’t follow fashion
trends, they create them. Daemons
find rules boring and unnecessary and
are often on the experimental edge
of culture. When it comes to their
favourite interests, they can focus
more intensely than anyone and they
are sometimes gifted with prophetic
visions of the future.

ampires have strong family
bonds and prize loyalty to
family above all else. They
are hierarchical and obedience to
the leader of the pack isn’t up for
discussion. Unlike daemons they
follow the rules (well, the vampire code
of law and order, that is). They avoid
being centre stage, preferring solitary
occupations where they can hide in
plain sight and they are possessive in
love – when they choose a ‘mate’ the
commitment will last centuries.
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DIANA
BISHOP

Teresa Palmer

S

mart, independent and
contrarian, American Diana
Bishop is a brilliant young
historian and a descendant of the
famous Bishop witches. The brutal
murder of her parents when she was
a child led her to renounce the world
of magic and focus on what she was
good at: academic study and rational
thought. Determined to be ‘normal’,
Diana forged a starry career in the
history of alchemy and science. But
the moment she opens a hidden
magical manuscript in the Bodleian
Library and meets Matthew, the
vampire who’s been searching for it
for centuries, Diana is catapulted into
a dramatic journey of discovery – of
her family’s hidden past, her emerging
powers, and her newly awakened heart.
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MATTHEW
CLAIRMONT
Matthew Goode

M

atthew is a complex knot of
contradictory impulses and
desires. A poet, a healer, a
scientist, a spy, a warrior, an assassin
– all of these titles have belonged to
Matthew over the course of his very
long life. He has several vulnerabilities,
including his anger, arrogance, and
a profound quest for redemption
and forgiveness. At one moment a
dangerous and deadly fighter, he
is at the same time nurturing and
protective, a gentle man who yearns
to be a father and have a family of his
own. Matthew has loved many women
and is a faithful, somewhat obsessive
lover. But he never mated… until he
met Diana Bishop.
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SARAH
BISHOP

Alex Kingston

D

iana’s aunt, Sarah Bishop is
descended from the first
witch executed at Salem.
Sarah is proud to be a Bishop and
enjoys a respected place among witches because of her name and blood lineage.
She has a temperamental nature, a famously short fuse, is intensely loyal and
has a long-standing addiction to coffee. Her prize possession is the Bishop
grimoire, the family’s ancient spell book. Where her partner Emily is thoughtful
and measured, Sarah is a firecracker who says exactly what’s on her mind,
consequences be damned.

JULIETTE
DURAND

Elarica Johnson

J

uliette is a bright, courageous
and beautiful vampire who, had
she not been so ill-treated,
would have had the world at her feet.
Rescued from the brothels of Cairo in the late 17th century by Gerbert D’Aurillac,
Juliette was ruthlessly trained to infiltrate his enemies, the de Clermonts, making
that the sole focus of her life. But she has never lost hope that, one day, the
profound love she has carried will give her back something precious she lost.

EMILY
MATHER

Valarie Pettiford

S

arah’s long-term partner,
Emily Mather is maternal,
nurturing and deeply insightful.
A witch with a talent for scrying and
visions, Em is often the peace broker in the house, her honesty and compassion
encouraging Sarah and Diana to face difficult truths. Em has a family secret she
has kept since the death of Rebecca, her best friend. She uses that knowledge
to understand Diana’s unlikely relationship with Matthew and to guide her. But
when the secret comes out – and it must – there are explosive repercussions with
Sarah, and their relationship is tested to its limits.

GERBERT
D’AURILLAC
Trevor Eve

O

ne of the most esteemed,
clever and feared of vampires,
Gerbert is a brilliant schemer,
whose plots unfold over a long span
of time. This makes his manoeuvring almost impossible to track unless you are
even older and wiser than he is – and there are few creatures who can make that
claim. Gerbert desires the triumph of vampire culture over daemons, humans,
and witches. He knows there are only two obstacles to his rise to unchallenged
power: the witches and the de Clermont family, whom he’s loathed for centuries.
The only thing more ferocious than his intelligence is his ambition. Those who
underestimate him learn, to their cost, that he is one step ahead of them. Always.
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PETER
KNOX

Owen Teale

P

eter Knox is a witch of great
ambition and considerable skill.
Intensive study and practice
have made him a powerful and highly
regarded spellcaster, but it’s his philosophy of creatures that makes him a leader
among witches. With a profound loathing of vampires, Knox believes witches should
be at the top of the species food chain. He has risen to the highest echelons
of witch society, occupying a seat on the Congregation representing his fellow
witches worldwide. But a gnawing insecurity prevails – he always feels there is
something just out of his grasp, and has dark secrets he will protect at all costs.

HAMISH
OSBORNE
Greg McHugh

H

amish Osborne is a genius.
Everybody knows that. What
most people don’t know is
that he is a daemon. Born to workingclass human parents, Hamish’s startling intellect and strong work ethic led him
to Oxford University where he met Matthew Clairmont and the two developed
a lifelong friendship. His loyalty is unquestioned, but he will speak his truth to
Matthew, whether or not it’s painful to hear.

GILLIAN
CHAMBERLAIN
Louise Brealey

G

illian presents herself to
humans as a perfectly
respectable, if slightly dowdy,
college lecturer in Greek history, who’s
forever hoping to become a professor. Where Diana keeps herself apart from
other witches, Gillian is an enthusiast, whose ultimate ambition is to rise through
the ranks of the Oxford coven. Gillian is a staunch supporter of the Covenant,
which forbids inter-species relationships, and believes that vampires are no
better than animals.

AGATHA
WILSON

Tanya Moodie

A

creative and successful
woman who lives life on her
own terms – Agatha doesn’t
follow style, she sets it. She is warm
and independent, a formidable mother, and a woman of great charisma.
A member of the Congregation, she is an unusually focused and effective
daemon. She finds vampire and witch superiority unacceptable in these modern
times, and has an uncanny awareness of when Gerbert, Baldwin, or Peter are up
to something – people underestimate her at their peril.
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YSABEAU DE
CLERMONT
Lindsay Duncan

Y

sabeau de Clermont is one
of the oldest vampires in
existence – and certainly
one of the cleverest. Known for her
beauty and elegance, Ysabeau was mated to the legendary Philippe de Clermont.
Ysabeau is fiercely protective of her family and her concerns are primarily for her
beloved son, Matthew. Because Philippe was held and experimented on by Nazis
and witches during World War II, Ysabeau once vowed to kill every witch she could
get her hands on. So when Matthew asks her to help him protect Diana she is
angry and conflicted. Steely, ferociously intelligent and deeply loyal, Ysabeau is
the strong female core at the centre of the de Clermont clan.

SOPHIE
WILSON

Aisling Loftus

S

ophie is a daemon –
unexpectedly so, since her
parents and most of her
ancestors were witches. She carefully
guards that information about her ancestry, believing that she somehow came
out “wrong” and will therefore be shunned. Like many daemons, Sophie has an
artistic sensibility and has many visions. She and Nathaniel are thrilled by the
prospect of being parents, but are worried about what their child might be:
human, daemon, or witch?

BALDWIN
MONTCLAIR
Trystan Gravelle

T

rained to wield a sword from
childhood, Baldwin Montclair
had been imposing before
becoming a vampire, and after his
rebirth few dared to cross him. He is both head of the de Clermont family and
holds a seat on the Congregation. Baldwin was made a vampire in Roman times
and had been Philippe’s favourite. However, his step-brother Matthew has
something Baldwin badly wants and believes their father should have bestowed
on him by right – Grand Master of the order of Knights of Lazarus.

NATHANIEL
WILSON
Daniel Ezra

T

he brilliant only child of
Congregation member Agatha
Wilson, Nathaniel is friendly,
outspoken and driven. He is an
attentive husband to Sophie, and will be a marvellous father. He opposes the
Congregation and the covenant, a source of tension with his mother.
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SATU
JARVINEN
Malin Buska

S

atu Jarvinen is a powerful
witch with a secret. A loner
at heart, she has an edgy
style perfectly in keeping with her
independent and fearless demeanour. Born among the Saami people of Finland,
Satu was able to work spells before she could read or even talk. Satu is drawn to
Diana, recognising her as an uncanny version of herself. But Diana will become
either Satu’s greatest ally, or most dangerous enemy.

MIRIAM
SHEPHARD
Aiysha Hart

U

nlike most vampires, Miriam
Shephard is frank and honest,
speaking her mind with
passion and without fear. Though loyal
to Matthew, she is not the least bit cowed by him or his lofty position. In part
this is because Miriam is completely comfortable with who and what she is: a
predator. Creatures, no matter who they are, need to earn her respect. Once they
do, Miriam is an unshakable ally and friend. She is very much Matthew’s second in
command and his watchdog, not only protecting his well-being, but Diana’s too.

DOMENICO
MICHELE
Gregg Chillin

R

eborn a vampire in Venice
in the early Middle Ages,
Domenico Michele is a
survivor. He competed successfully
in the lethal world of the city’s politics during the Vampire Wars before the
Congregation was formed. Domenico is still conducting his affairs according
to his original rules: let the bigger fish eat each other, and wait patiently until
the seas are empty and you can rise to the surface unchallenged. Strikingly
handsome, Domenico is devious, charming and lethal.

MARCUS
WHITMORE
Edward Bluemel

M

arcus Whitmore believes
in honesty, freedom, and
equality – even for humans.
In that context, Marcus is a rulebreaker, a radical and a trouble-maker, but with a handsome, boyish charm.
In 1781, Marcus was near death from fever when Matthew was moved to offer
the young man a second chance: an eternal life. Over the centuries, Marcus has
found meaning in his life through medicine.
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EPISODE 1

I

n Oxford’s Bodleian library, brilliant
American historian and reluctant
witch Diana Bishop unwittingly calls
up an ancient magical manuscript,
Ashmole 782, which has been missing
for centuries, and finds herself
confronted by acclaimed geneticist
and vampire Matthew Clairmont,
who is determined to get his hands
on the book. Diana’s determination
not to be frightened by Matthew as
he struggles to control his predatory
instincts around her fuels a dangerous
connection between the two of them.
When news of the book’s appearance
spreads throughout the world of
daemons, vampires and witches hiding
in plain sight among humans, the hunt
for the witch who summoned it takes
on a deadly intensity.

EPISODE 2

B

lind to the interest she has
stirred among creatures,
Diana fights an increasing
pull towards the magical and turns
her back on her witch heritage, but
matters take an unexpectedly dark
turn when Satu is sent by Peter Knox
to intimidate her. In Venice, beautiful
but murderous Juliette has her fatal
obsession with Matthew reawakened.
And just as Diana decides to trust
Matthew with a secret only she
knows about the book, he flees in a
desperate bid to protect her from his
cravings. But in so doing, he leaves
Diana exposed to all her enemies.

EPISODE 3

EPISODE 4

D

M

omenico takes information
he’s extracted from Satu to
menacing vampire Gerbert,
who gains the advantage he has been
waiting for. After sending Juliette into
the world to do his bidding, Gerbert
consults with Meridiana, the witch
whom he keeps in thrall, but what
does the prophecy she delivers mean?
In Oxford, Diana refuses to help Knox
realise his supremacist longing to
destroy the vampires and answers his
threats with such a violent force of
untamed elemental power, as to set
in motion a wider chain of events that
bring her closer to Matthew but place
her in even greater jeopardy.

atthew’s hope of keeping
Diana safe at Sept-Tours
appears short-lived as
Ysabeau refuses to welcome the
warmblood under her roof. Knox
calls an emergency meeting of the
Congregation to denounce Matthew
for abducting a witch but Matthew’s
ferocious older brother Baldwin plays
a careful game to maintain control
in the face of Gerbert foretelling the
end of the de Clermonts – and throws
Diana to the lions. Diana isn’t the only
witch facing persecution. Satu pays a
shocking price for her curiosity when
Knox discovers she has been searching
through the Witches’ Archive and
learned his guilty secret. Meanwhile,
things turn nasty in Oxford for Marcus
and Miriam as Juliette attacks.
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EPISODE 5

EPISODE 6

EPISODE 7

EPISODE 8

G

S

A

M

illian pays a heavy price for her
disloyalty to Diana, but not
before news that vampires
are studying witch DNA reaches Knox.
The fall-out threatens the fragile
equilibrium between creatures and
the focus is on ending Matthew and
Diana’s relationship whatever the
cost. Agatha treads a careful line
of democracy at the Congregation,
but Nathaniel continues to instigate
daemon direct-action. Ysabeau relies
on shock tactics to expel Diana until
Matthew returns with breathtaking
news about Diana’s DNA. Diana and
Matthew are finally united in love, only
for the unexpected to happen.

atu brutally tortures Diana
in Gerbert’s isolated castle
ruins. Matthew, now sworn
to hunt down and kill anyone who
tries to harm Diana, attempts a
daring airborne rescue mission with
Baldwin in tow, but they are too late
to prevent Satu invoking dark magic
in a bid to open up Diana and see the
magic inside her. As Diana is forced to
confront the idea that she might have
been spellbound, she wonders what
kind of monster she is. When Sophie
confesses that she is a daemon born
of witches, this news of cross-species
offspring leaves Agatha reeling as
she ponders the implications for all
their lives.

fter confronting her aunts,
Diana learns the tragic
circumstances surrounding
why she was spellbound as a child.
Diana’s devastation at having lived her
life as only half herself is interrupted
by the Madison house releasing one of
the missing pages from Ashmole 782,
sent forward in time by Diana’s father
Stephen, a time-walker. As their love
grows, Matthew confesses to Diana
that he wasn’t able to keep his two
previous loves safe. Diana believes
he won’t hurt her. But an unexpected
encounter threatens to tear them
apart once again.

atthew’s attempt to rescue
Diana from Juliette goes
horribly wrong and Diana
finally discovers just how lethal her
magical powers can be. As Matthew
lies dying, Diana must strike a dreadful
bargain with the goddess and make
the ultimate sacrificial pact with
enduring consequences. A failed coup
at the Congregation sees its most
powerful and terrifying members
go rogue, as they close in fast on
Madison, where a group of daemons,
vampires and witches are now residing
together. Baldwin tries to alert
Matthew that time is up but he can’t
reach him. It’s a deadly race against
time for Diana to take flight with
Matthew before their pursuers arrive.
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Teresa Palmer
DIANA BISHOP

First of all, tell us what you admire
about your character, Diana
I’ve really fallen in love with Diana,
she’s such a dynamic character. You
really see her go on quite a beautiful
journey throughout the show. She
is a hyper-intellectual woman, an
academic, a historian. She is very
focused on that. Diana is an incredibly
powerful witch, and when we first
meet her she is running away from her
true self. As the series progresses, you
see her start to really embrace and
embody her own spirit and she just
grows so much. She becomes really
proud of being a witch and proud
of having these powers. It’s such
a beautiful message for everyone
watching because it is all about
celebrating who you are. That is what
made me want to do the show.

Can you explain why Diana is a
reluctant witch when we meet her in
the first episode?
Diana has had a pretty traumatic
childhood. She was raised by her
aunties Sarah and Em because her
parents were killed. They were both
very powerful witches and her mother
was descended from the Bridget
Bishop, one of the first witches who
was hung following the Salem Witch
Trials, so her roots run very deep.
Diana denies the powers associated
with her bloodline because she was
led to believe her parents were killed
by ignorant humans who were afraid
of witches. So, naturally, she is afraid
to show any signs of being a witch to
the outside world. I think that’s why
she is so focused on her studies; it’s
the one thing that keeps her grounded
to a human-like quality and everything
else is too scary for her.
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What was it like stepping on to the
set for the first time?
When I first walked into the Bodleian
Library set it took my breath away.
I really felt like I was truly there.
The attention to detail that our
designer James North has is
unlike anything I’ve ever seen on a
production I have been on. Gosh, it
makes my job so much easier because
I really believe I am in the library. I
remember trying to hush people when
we were in there before I thought,
‘Oh yeah, this isn’t an actual library!’
It was just so easy to be in the skin of
this person, and truly believe that I
had spent every day in this library.
Can you explain what ‘witch wind’ is?
For Diana, the ‘witch wind’ episode
is one of the first moments she has
a big shift in terms of her powers.
Knox (Owen Teale) threatens and
physically harms her friend Sean. All
of a sudden, a rage comes from within
her, and you realise that her emotions
are manifesting themselves into
this tornado like wind that she can’t
control. She turns around and stares
at Knox and the intensity of the anger
transforms into wind coming from
Diana’s body which propels Knox into
the air. Poor Owen had to fly on wires!
What fun it was to portray someone

who has that kind of power –
I have the best job in the world!
Do you enjoy doing stunts?
I have been in a lot of action films
so I’ve done a lot of stunts in the past.
I was in a film called Number Four
where I was either flipping upsidedown on wires or training with a stunt
team for three months of a shoot.
I was all excited to be up there and
flipping around! I love being physical
with a role.

How does your character first feel
when she sees Matthew?
I think there is something between
Diana and Matthew that is
otherworldly. It is in the subconscious.
They are supposed to be together.
She knows immediately that he is
a vampire. The first few meetings
between them are probably my
favourite, because there is this funny
dynamic between them where he
is really annoying to her and he is
amused that he is annoying her. He
is charismatic and handsome but
there is something she can’t explain in
words. She is drawn to him; they’re like

two magnets for each other, it’s that
really rare quality that you find in your
soulmate. There are these twin flames
that just have to be together.
How was filming with Lindsay Duncan?
Yes, so Ysabeau, is a tough lady.
She is very cold at the start, the
mother-in-law from hell. She is not
accepting of Diana at all. But Lindsay
is a dreamboat! I love her, she is so
elegant and regal but loving and very
committed to her craft. I instantly felt
comfortable with her and I just loved
being around her, which is so funny
because it is such a polar opposite
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experience to that Diana has when
she first meets Ysabeau.
What was it like to work
with Matthew?
The best. I just love him, I adore him.
He is funny and crazy and kooky and
always up for a good laugh. One day
on set we had a scene where we are
talking about time-walking. We have
this problem, Matthew and I, we get
the giggles and when we have the
giggle we can’t stop giggling. So, we
ruined take after take. We would
almost get there, he had one line to
say, we almost made it through and
then he lost it! He was on the ground
laughing. He is like my brother; he is so
cheeky and charming. We just have so
much fun together.
What was it like to work with Alex
Kingston and Valarie Pettiford?
I love those ladies so much! I actually
said to Alex and Valarie that I really
wish they were my real aunts. I would
have loved to have grown up with
those guys. We would have had so
much fun and tea and hot chocolate
at night time; they are just super
loving, joyful women. They really are
Sarah and Em to me – I see them
as these characters and they have
brought so much to them. I love the

dynamic between Diana and Sarah,
it’s a bit angsty, they rub up against
each other but it’s really because they
love each other. It’s really fun to get in
there with Alex Kingston and play that
up. I mean what a blessing – truly it’s
been so lovely working with them both.
Owen Teale’s character Peter Knox
is a witch. He is the head of the
Congregation, but what kind of Witch
is he?
It’s interesting, you know when you
think about witches a lot of the time
you think about darkness and what I
don’t think has been explored as much
in film and TV is the idea of the light
in witches. I think witches can choose
one way or the other, and Peter Knox
is very enticed by the dark side. You
can see it in his eyes and the way
Owen plays it – it’s quite frightening
because he is very still and quiet, but
the way he pushes emotion through
his eyes is petrifying. Ultimately, Diana
finds out that Knox wants to use her
to get to the Book of Life/Ashmole
782, so he can wipe out the other
species. Diana doesn’t want any part
of that, and it becomes this horrible
game of cat and mouse when he is
trying to pursue her and pressure her
into giving him Ashmole 782.

What can you tell us about Malin
Buska’s character?
Malin is so brilliant as Satu, the
intensity that comes through her eyes
and just the way she is completely
in the skin of who that character is.
I don’t think Satu is inherently evil in
any way, she is just very focused on
her life as a witch and developing and
nurturing her powers. But there are
probably seeds of jealousy in there
too. Satu has always been known as
one of the most powerful witches,
yet she doesn’t have the instinctual
power Diana has. She’s had to work a
lot harder at it than Diana.
What was your favourite location to
film in?
The house that is Matthew Clairmont’s
home is this big beautiful place called
The Old Lodge. They had peacocks
walking around in the front yard and
a big fireplace as you walked in. It was
just kooky, and I completely fell in love
with it. Very romantic and magical and
perfectly Matthew Clairmont.

Did you enjoy filming in Wales?
I’ve really become accustomed to
living here, and I have made it my
home now. My whole family came over,
I have my sons here with my husband.
My husband is actually shooting his
own film right now called Freakerica
up in Northern Wales, so he has really
made it his home as well. My son’s
school is here, we have our favourite
vegan restaurant here. I have just
made friends, I am really sad to leave.
Fingers crossed we are coming back
for another season because I have
really fallen in love with Cardiff.
How would you sum up A Discovery
of Witches?
It is a fantasy love story, it’s dramatic,
and funny, and adventurous. It’s
enticing and sexy and inspiring. I
t’s many things. It’s an incredibly
magical adventure with very
loveable characters.
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Matthew Goode

MATTHEW CLAIRMONT

Why did you want to be a part of
this project?
I met Jane Tranter, who is a force of
nature. I have never met anyone do
a better take on a book that is 750
pages in absolute detail. By the end of
that meeting I wanted to be a part of
it because it sounded like an incredible
world to inhabit. I’d never played a
vampire before and there is a kind of a
dark mythology to it. The whole point
of A Discovery of Witches was that it
was going to turn that on its head, it’s
more about his involvement with this
human woman. So, it has a love story
and notions about equality. It has a lot
to say about the politics of our time.
When people think of vampires
and witches they think of Hammer
horror and Twilight. What makes
A Discovery of Witches different?
There have been many degrees of

how people wanted to portray this
extraordinary figure. Some of it is
like Gary Oldman; the Count Dracula
thing, which is great, but that is
very Machiavellian and seems a lot
darker. What I think is great about
Deborah Harkness’s work is that it
takes the nuances of that to a greater
degree and sees them living in a
modern society.
Tell us about your character and
what attracted you to him?
Matthew Clairmont is a professor
of biochemistry and an expert in
genealogy. At the start, he is searching
for the ancient manuscript, Ashmole
782. It talks about how vampires,
daemons and witches came to be, and
he’s been looking for it for hundreds
of years. Matthew is so many different
things: a chemist, a poet and he is
also lethal. He is multi-faceted, but
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he is without love. So Matthew’s past
and his involvement with Diana are
confusing for him because he wants
the manuscript but then he starts
falling in love with her. Matthew
doesn’t have all the answers yet and
he is an intriguing figure – that’s what
attracted me to him. He’s mysterious
and charming but at the same time
he’s deadly. It’s a lot to play.
Matthew is very guarded when it
comes to love. How does he feel
about Diana?
When he first meets her his only
consideration is that he wants to
find the Book of Life. Then, obviously,
his opinion of witches is not great
because of the wars that have been
fought over many centuries. So, he
first finds her quite intriguing. I think
given the chance he would like to eat
her because they are obsessed with
witch blood, as witch blood sings to
them. That’s how he talks about it:
“I can hear your witches’ blood singing
in your veins”. He has been training
himself not to fall in love again but
there is just something about her.
When they first met there was a
frisson between them. She, like him,
does not judge other species. Her
mind is also hugely important to
him as it is what intrigues him. She is

accepting of him and believes in him.
And she is also going through her
own journey of being attracted to
someone that she isn’t supposed to
be, being a witch and all that jazz.
What is the Congregation?
Over time, when humans started to
be the ruling class, witches, vampires
and daemons realised that if they
were going to survive they had to
keep the species separate and this
council made up the rules of how they
should live. Kind of like the Houses of
Parliament for creatures. If anybody
stepped out of line they’d be punished
and have to be dealt with by this
council. That is not to say that some
of the people on the Congregation
aren’t out for their own good. Gerbert,
played by the wonderful Trevor Eve,
and the de Clermonts have been
warring forever despite both being
vampires. So a power struggle exists
not only between the daemons,
witches and vampires but also
between many of the families within
each species.
On the subject of the de Clermont
family: tell us about working with
Lindsay Duncan
She was everything I had hoped. She
is one of the greatest human beings
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I have ever met, she is brilliant, but
she is also hilarious. She brings a real
gravitas and depth. Ysabeau is quite
cold, I mean she is incredibly warm and
fun in real life, but on this she is ice
cold. She is such a pro, and it is just
great to be in scenes with her.
Can you tell us a bit about the dance
scene with Teresa?
So we didn’t actually have a lot of
rehearsals which was a bit nerve
racking. Teresa is a natural. I, on the
other hand, have two left feet. She
helped me get through it and we had
a wonderful choreographer. It ended
up being one of my favourite scenes
in the entire series. Teresa is really fun
to work with, we are like an old married
couple now.

What’s the significance of that scene
for your characters?
For Matthew, there is a fulfilment
of duty as the head of the house,
because he loves his mother
(Ysabeau) dearly, not to mention
wanting to protect her. He is not quite
himself when he is there; he is quite
reserved and polite because Ysabeau
holds a deep wound. The reason he
dances with Diana is to try to show to
his mother that she isn’t just any old
witch and she is special to him.
Could you describe the set?
Two words: James North. I think he
is going to be one of the greatest
set designers of our time. This is a
fantastic set! The Bodleian Library
was how we started – James built it
and it was staggering, the Witches’
Archive is magnificent. I wanted it to
be my office. My favourite set is Sarah
and Em’s house. It feels like the house
you’ve always wanted to live in in the
countryside. It’s just beautiful, the
detail is amazing.
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Owen Teale
PETER KNOX

Did you enjoy playing Peter Knox?
I’ve enjoyed playing him enormously
because he’s a complex, flawed,
talented, rather charming character.
He has a past, he has made mistakes,
he’s learning to live with them by
trying to do the right thing, as he
sees it. There is a political assembly
where the witches, daemons and
vampires meet, and Peter is a very
big force on that council. There is
not much mutual trust between the
vampires and the witches, it’s great
fun to play. To be honest, it was those
parts that most attracted me to
Peter Knox rather than a scene which
involved ‘witch wind’ for example.
Stunts are fun, of course, but anything
that has that human complexity
with parallels to real life is really
worthwhile. It’s honest, and deep,
and you feel like you’re really giving
something there; giving insight into

being human. That’s what I love about
spending time with Peter Knox.
What sort of witch is Peter Knox?
Peter Knox is a witch who is academic
in his approach and thorough and
therefore has studied it like nobody
else. He has to enlist people with
greater powers than himself when
needs be, which brings him into
contact with Satu. Knox has a set of
rules but Satu doesn’t know there
are any rules, which is great fun in
filming. He brings her on board, but
she keeps doing her own thing, she’s
autonomous and he can’t understand
it. I love that side, working with Malin
has been a rare joy.
Can you describe Malin Buska’s
portrayal of Satu?
Malin has a natural depth to her that
is accessible, she doesn’t hide it, she
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doesn’t play so many games and
this is a wonderful quality of Satu.
There’s great power in it, there’s a
power in her own vulnerability which is
absolutely captivating, and she brings
this so clearly to Satu.
Can you describe the complexity of
the set and the brilliant use of space?
When a set has been designed it

has to then be built. At any point in
the process if somebody isn’t up to
it the set won’t work and the magic
will be gone. The team on this are
second to none! The designer James
North is a genius when it comes to
recycling. When a big set piece is used
for one set, he will find another use
for it; a piece of the Bodleian Library
might end up somewhere like the

Congregation, that’s the sort of vision
we have here. As an actor, all of this
just makes your job so much easier.
Another wonderful set of James’s
is the Witches’ Archive. Can you
describe that?
The Witches’ Archive is the main library
of books Knox learns his powers
from. It’s somewhere I would love to
return to on a regular basis to try to
understand what’s going on there.
Although you do definitely feel, once
you start poking through the jars and
specimens, that perhaps you don’t
want to know what’s going on at all!
What can you tell us about working
with Trevor Eve?
I relished getting to work with Trevor
Eve. He always sets the bar very
high, I’ve always enjoyed watching
him. In the show we are on opposing
sides. Peter Knox is messing with
the devil by getting involved with
Trevor’s character, Gerbert. Gerbert
is something else, he is definitely not
human, and something about Peter
Knox is very human.

character, and he is obsessed, as
he sees it, with putting people into
their rightful place; however, some
might argue that it’s shifted into
megalomania. He is a very political
figure, you could say a presidential
figure, on behalf of the witches. These
parallels certainly weren’t lost on me,
and I hope it isn’t on the audience.
You will watch A Discovery of Witches
and think, “Oh, this reminds me of
something”. It’s entirely intentional,
and I think that is a credit to Deborah
Harkness and Kate Brooke’s writing.
Through Peter Knox, we are able to
reveal that obsession with a goal is
going to make you intolerant, and
intolerance will not work if we are to
co-exist in this world. That seems
to have come up again and again
in humanity. We fear the unknown,
and we judge and blame, rather than
attempting to understand and accept,
each other. Knox is deeply cynical
about vampire and witch nature. He
feels they can never truly live together,
and he would rather kill than be killed.

On the subject of parallels with
real life, let’s talk about the show’s
themes about intolerance.
So, Peter Knox is a very driven
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Greg McHugh

HAMISH OSBOURNE

Why did you want to be part of
A Discovery of Witches?
The scale and ambition behind the
project attracted me to it. I hadn’t
read the books, but when I read the
script, the visual explanations had
me enthralled immediately. It was
the grand scale, the imagery, and the
subject matter that were interesting
for me as an actor. It was a world I was
really interested in to play as an actor,
as well as the challenge of Hamish and
who he was and what he was going to
bring to it.

a conventional friendship in terms
of daemon and vampire. But again,
the series is trying to show that
unexpected friendships can be built
with people no matter what their
background is. Hamish is really there
to settle Matthew and I think that’s
a pivotal relationship because of
everything that’s going on: the love
story, his need to feed, his eternal
life… Hamish is Matthew’s linchpin –
he gives him a calmer perspective
on all the things that are happening
around him.

Who is Hamish and how does he fit
into the story?
Hamish Osbourne is Matthew’s
mentor. Matthew is incredibly
impulsive, and has his needs as all
vampires do. But when he met Hamish,
he met someone he could confide in
and build a friendship with. It’s not

From a writer’s perspective, tell us
what attracted you to these scripts?
I liked the originality of the characters.
They’re not the kind of immediately
predicable fantasy vampires, daemons
and witches you might expect. I think
both Kate, as the script writer, and
Deborah, as the author, have been
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a magical mix, and they’ve managed
to create a very realistic world and
characters with very real issues.
There’s a lot of potential in terms of
playing those characters, there’s been
a brilliant job done there. The depth
of the characters is going to bring a
whole new element to it.
Describe the world of A Discovery
of Witches
It addresses a lot of relevant issues
with society, and how when you meet
someone in the street, you don’t
really know their struggles or their
battles. Hiding in plain sight but
having exceptional powers can be a
really good metaphor for society. Lots
of people have amazing abilities, and
when you first meet them you don’t
know that. So, I think the daemon,
vampire and witch elements of
struggle is quite an interesting one
for society as a whole.
How is the portrayal of witches and
vampires different in this show?
A Discovery of Witches isn’t about
fangs or daemons with horns and
hooves and witches with pointy
hats. It’s about normal people with
exceptional skills and I think that’s an
original approach to this genre and
makes it a lot more interesting.

Tell us about Matthew and
Hamish’s relationship
Matthew has lived for thousands of
years, so he’s had to absorb a lot, as
you would if you’ve lived through wars,
loves that you’ve lost etc. Hamish has
a much shorter, objective view on life
and he’s very direct with Matthew. I
think what’s interesting is the stage in
his life in which Matthew met Hamish.
As the love story develops, Hamish is
someone who really starts to worry for
Matthew and gives him a perspective
and a sense of where to go on this
journey. It’s a crucial period when they
meet and where they get to.

brilliant, and mortal – which of
course puts a different kind of
pressure on them.

What are the characteristics of
a daemon?
I suppose the characteristics of a
daemon are that they’re bored of
humans, incredibly intelligent, slightly
erratic, impulsive as well – it’s all
tied into their creativity. In terms of
the hierarchy between the witches,
daemons and vampires, daemons
are very much the bottom of the pile.
Maybe it’s because they don’t live
forever or don’t have the immediate
skills of a witch, but the creativity
that they have means that they’re
often prone to mental health issues,
as we kind of explore in the show.
So, daemons are effectively: impulsive,

What was it like to work with
Matthew and Teresa?
Matthew’s got a brilliant sense of
humour. He’s a good lad and he’s
got rapport with the crew as well,
he’s very respectful and that’s kind
of the key to any good atmosphere on
set. When I started to read the book
and saw his portrayal it’s uncanny. It’s
perfect, I feel it’s really spot on. Teresa,
is incredibly funny and, I mean this in
the nicest possible sense, a bit goofy,
but when the cameras are on she’s
right into it. She comes across
as someone who wants to engage
with people. I really enjoyed working
with her.

What kind of daemon is Hamish?
Well it’s interesting because Hamish
is almost atypical in some senses.
He’s an emotional individual, he’s
empathetic, he’s caring, and he’s very
frustrated about where daemons lie
in this hierarchy. In terms of the crazy
creativity or the erratic behaviour,
Hamish has managed to control this
and channel his creativity into the
finance world. But he is emotional, and
he is prone to worry.

What can you tell us about the
creative side of the show?
The scale, the art department, the
production design. Every time I walk
on to set it’s more than impressive,
especially once you’ve read the book.
Going back to why I’m saying I was
interested in the project, the scale of
what we are trying to achieve through
the design, though the camera,
through the sets, it’s a huge team of
experts and that’s why I love it.
How has it been working in Wales?
I’ve worked all over the country but
never in Cardiff. Cardiff reminds me
of Glasgow in that everyone is really
friendly, open and smiley. Brilliant food
as well – fantastic restaurants – I’ve
been loving it!
Why should people tune in to
A Discovery of Witches?
It’s a brilliant story. It is fundamentally
an engaging love story with threedimensional characters. You’ll get
your vampire, daemon and witches
element but it is a beautifully told
story that’s intelligent, fun, historical
and ultimately gripping.
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Alex Kingston
SARAH BISHOP

Could you tell us a bit about
Sarah Bishop?
Sarah Bishop is Diana’s aunt. She’s from
New England, she’s American and in a
relationship with Emily Mather, who’s
also a witch. Our story, certainly in the
first book, basically takes place in their
house in Madison, Upstate New York.
There are witches from all different
cultures and in all parts of the world –
we’re the American side of the story.
Can you describe Sarah’s relationship
with Diana?
Diana was basically brought up by
Emily and Sarah after her parents
were murdered. Diana and Sarah
have a lot of similarities which is why,
ultimately, they clash. Emily is much
more caring and nurturing and holds
a secret which is revealed during the
story. I think the secret makes Emily
much more protective of Diana in a

soft loving and caring way. Sarah finds
it hard to show her emotions and I
think there’s a lot of pain from the
death of her sister and brother-in-law
that she still holds on to.
What can you tell us about the
powerful Bishop family that Diana
comes from?
Diana is a reluctant witch, but I think
it’s more that she believes she doesn’t
have the special DNA or gifts that her
ancestors or aunts possess, and she’s
sort of trying to distance herself from
that side of the family. Diana wants to
be more grounded in the human world,
but she is fascinated by alchemy, and
that’s what she’s lecturing in. It’s like
she’s looking at the world that her
family has lived in and possessed
for generations but almost from
an anthropological perspective as
opposed to really living in it as we do.
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What is Sarah’s reaction to the Book
of Life/Ashmole 782?
Sarah’s nervous for Diana. She’s come
across the book and magic has been
awakened or stirred. That makes
Sarah nervous, particularly because
they’re so far away. There is a lot of
history that is slowly revealed through
the series that makes Sarah and Emily
worried for Diana’s safety as she’s
in Oxford and she’s so far away from
them. They absolutely want her to
leave England and come back to the
States to be with them, where they
can protect her.
How would you describe the world
the show is set in?
Ultimately all of the creatures want
to know why they are the way they
are and where that has come from.
It’s interesting to think of that in the
context of what’s going on in our world
at the moment with racism, sexism,
misogyny. Their racism is creature
interaction and so Sarah is much more
resistant to the prospect of Diana
having a relationship with Matthew,
who is a vampire. It’s really holding a
mirror to what we are doing in our own
society as human beings.

What was it like to work with Valarie
Pettiford?
Love her! Valarie and I had a really
good time! It’s so funny because
everybody kept coming up to us
saying, “You guys are getting on so
well, it’s so fantastic you have such
great chemistry”, and we’d never
met before but we just clicked. She’s
incredibly generous as an actress
and we both seem to have exactly
the same instincts about our own
characters, but also each other’s. She
was also a Bob Fosse dancer, so I’m
thrilled! I asked her all these questions
about what it was like being with Bob
Fosse. Oh my god, Studio 54.
It’s fantastic!

What can you tell us about the set?
The set’s extraordinary! Our house,
the Bishop House, is absolutely
perfect and it really feels like it’s been
lived in for generations. I forget that
I’m on a set. I think everybody feels the
same way – you sort of relax because
every drawer is filled, the refrigerator
is stocked, all the little tiny details are
perfect. I’m super happy.

And with Teresa and Matthew?
I hadn’t worked with either Teresa
or Matthew before. When we joined
the show, because our characters
are introduced later into the
filming, they’d already established
themselves and got to know each
other and everything, but they were
so welcoming. It’s a lovely, lovely cast
and crew, which is a joy. We filmed for
six months, or they did, so if there had
been personalities making it slightly
difficult it would have been hard. But
everybody gets on really well, there are
a lot of laughs. It’s good!
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Elarica Johnson
JULIETTE DURAND

Tell us about your character – what is
she like?
My character is Juliette Durand.
She is a very old vampire, who is very
sexy, quite naughty. She finds herself
in a situation with Gerbert, another
vampire. They have this bizarre, almost
father-daughter, relationship. She
is controlled by him in a not so nice
way. He is manipulative, mean and
gets exactly what he wants, and he is
like that with Juliette – he gets her to
believe the things he says and do the
things he wants her to do.
And how did Juliette become
a vampire?
Gerbert found Juliette in a brothel
in Cairo in the late 17th century and
decided to take her under his wing. He
wanted her to seduce and eventually
kill another character called Matthew,
so he has taken her and she lives with

him in his palazzo in Venice. She has
been a vampire for hundreds of years.
What characteristics do
vampires have?
They’ve got incredible senses. They are
able to hear extraordinarily well. They
talk to each other very quietly and
from long distances. So if Juliette is on
one side of the palazzo, she can hear
Gerbert from the other side. They are
also very quick as well. When Juliette
is trying to find her prey, as such, she
moves quickly and it’s quite scary,
deadly in fact. So they are a little bit
intimidating, very strong characters
and very glamorous. She in particular
has really lovely clothes, very nice
outfits – very bling!
Tell us about working in Venice
Venice is beautiful. I had never been
before and it was always somewhere
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him. She’s in part attracted to him
because he reminds her so much of
Matthew Clairmont. These really quiet
moments are so strong, but she has
this vampire thirst to get to him and
she sees him, wants him and that’s
it. And it’s about her following him
through Venice and watching his every
move. The way it’s been filmed has
been fabulous in general, the exteriors
look so cinematic. But also this chase,
this slow chase, this prowl, almost
like a leopard with its prey… and then
ending up in the final moment, where
she gets what she wants.

I had wanted to go. I came home and
told everyone they have to go, even
if it is just for one or two days, just to
experience the bizarre feeling of not
being in cars all the time. You arrive
at the airport, you go to the pier, you
get on a boat and that takes you
everywhere. It’s stunning! The views
and buildings are beautiful. It is very
weird but, after a day or so, you get
used to being on the water all day and
that if you want to pop to the shops
you have to jump in the boat. In the
centre, though, there are lots of little
streets to walk around and really great

old stores. It is a fabulous place for
Gerbert, Juliette and Domenico.
Everyone should go.
In episode two we are introduced
to your character and she has a
dramatic impact when she sees this
young guy and takes him. Can you
describe that blood lust?
She does. It’s a beautiful place
in Venice, so you get to see the
bridge, the water and Juliette sat
very still among the public. And she
finds Matthieu, who is a kid on a
school trip, and she just watches

In this world, vampires, daemons
and witches live among humans in
plain sight. How do they manage to
go unnoticed?
You wouldn’t know unless you were
looking around at everyone in coats,
quite warm and casual, and then
you saw Juliette in her wonderfully
glamorous outfit with no jacket on,
just looking around and taking in the
public. She sticks out, but as you said,
we are among everyone in plain sight.
What is Juliette’s connection with
Matthew Clairmont?
When we meet Juliette, she is madly in
love with Matthew Clairmont. She had
been many years ago but then they

were split up and 200 years passed.
But deep down she still has love for
him and wants to be with him. We see
them back when they were together
and it’s so beautiful and they’re so in
love, so the 200 years did leave quite
a large space between them, but then
we see them come back together and
little moments of how much they did
love each other. Gerbert always knew
Matthew would be attracted to her,
as would she. But what most people
don’t know is that Gerbert trained her
to be the perfect partner for Matthew
and this involved him teaching her
extensively about subjects including
philosophy and science.
What did you think of Wales, where a
lot of the filming took place?
Wales is fantastic, it’s a beautiful
place. This was my first time there
and the people were lovely. We spent
most of our time in the studio, so we
didn’t get to see much of it unless
we were in the car. So during our long
drives down, if we were on location in
the Beacons for example, we got to
see the greenery, the animals. I was
really excited by the sheep – there
aren’t many in London. It was a great
experience to be there.
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Tanya Moodie
AGATHA WILSON

Can you explain what the
Congregation is?
We’ve got vampires, witches and
daemons and they are considered
creatures on this planet. Outside of
the creature world are humans, so
there’s three of us from each species
of creature on the Congregation and
our role, in terms of representing our
species, is to keep a sense of peace
and cohesiveness. In some respects,
it exists to resolve any conflict that
may arise between the creatures
and as such, minimise the possibility
of this attracting human attention!
It’s all about self-preservation for
the creatures.
What sets Agatha apart from the
other members of the Congregation?
Within the world of All Souls there’s a
strict hierarchy and rules by which all
the creatures have to abide by in order

to maintain anonymity and order. The
Congregation is meant to be a flagship
of that structure and order. If you look
at the All Souls world, vampires are at
the top of the pecking order: they’re
pretty indestructible and animalistic.
Witches are in the middle, their
powers display in different ways. And
daemons are the bottom tier: there’s
only one chromosome that separates
them from humans.
With this in mind, it would be easy
to be intimidated, as a daemon. But
Agatha’s role as a woman, a mum and
daemon means she has this feeling of
being connected with other creatures
in the world, she has an inherent
understanding of the fundamental
equality of all creatures, irrespective
of their powers. She’s got that sense
of motherhood in her drive, she
feels maternal towards all creatures.
Even when Gerbert is at his most
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intimidating. Agatha sees beneath
that and can understand that his
behaviour stems from unhappiness.
She has the capacity to be instantly
forgiving and have compassion but
she is also very strict.
Can you describe Agatha and
Nathaniel’s relationship?
I don’t think it’s a mistake that
Nathaniel wants to connect with
others. That’s very much Agatha’s
intention as well, however, her role
in the Congregation means she has
certain responsibilities she needs to
uphold, she understands that these
rules are in place to protect daemons.
That’s where the conflict in their
relationship comes from. Nathaniel
finds these rules a hindrance to his
wellbeing and, although Agatha sees
the value in what her son is doing, and
respects his views, she also needs to
ensure the safety of all generations
to come.
What can you tell us about her
relationship with Sophie?
She absolutely adores Sophie!
She’s her daughter and she completely
embraces her as part of the family.

Nathaniel and Sophie’s love is so
pure and powerful. When she tells
Agatha her big secret, as family,
she comes first even ahead of the
Congregation. Agatha is extremely
pragmatic, and the implications are
really exciting. They couldn’t have a
better mother or mother-in-law to be
part of the Congregation. Agatha’s
presence within the Congregation
is also helpful with the tension and
uproar surrounding Matthew and
Teresa’s relationship.
What are the best qualities of
a daemon?
The ability to excel at whatever
they are interested in. They take
various disciplines to a new level of
understanding. People like Leonardo
da Vinci, Serena Williams, Prince…
they’re daemons for me. People
who just raise the bar and have this
immense talent you can’t quite put
your finger on. They have this kind of
new level of capability. Take Hamish,
for example. He’s a genius, he’s got
a brilliant mind for business, an
incredible capability, that although it
isn’t physical, is still incredible.

What are the most dangerous
qualities of a daemon?
The dangers only really arise if
someone doesn’t recognise that they
are a daemon. If you don’t realise
you’re not entirely human, you could
be misdiagnosed and therefore
medicated to suppress all the amazing
creativity and energy inside, and this
could trigger an impulsive behaviour
dragging you into a downward spiral of
mental illness and isolation. If you’re
able to control all this energy, it’s
genius. But if you let it go it could
be chaos.
What have you enjoyed about
playing Agatha?
I love her incredible expansive
maternal energy. I love her quirky
fashion style and I love that she isn’t
intimidated by people who could
potentially do her harm. I just love her
to bits and I love daemons.
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